
Collins represents The Capital’s beauty as glamourous and fake. Katniss’s narrative experience 

describes the Capital “, the oddly dressed people with bizarre hair and painted faces who have never 

missed a meal. All the colours seem artificial, the pinks too deep, the greens to bright, the yellows 

painful to the eyes, like the flat round disks of hard candy we can never afford to buy at the tiny, 

sweet shop in District 12.” The quote above proves that the citizens that live in the capital are 

dressed very bright and for the eye of character Katniss, strange and exuberant. As Katniss continues 

to describe the experience, she says that the colours seem artificial, and the way people dress up are 

dramatic and over-the-top. The adjective ‘artificial’ is taken into mind as the opposite of nature- man 

made. The way Katniss uses ‘artificial’ (in this context) to show that the Capitals people’s style is 

glamorous and fake. The buildings that are built in the Capital and dull but giant, like they are 

surrounding and watching the people walking past. Collins could be describing ‘The Capital’ as this 

secretive and fake area as a definition of todays day-to-day life. The huge buildings built in cities that 

go into the clouds and the way some people dress today. She could be giving hints to the readers 

trying to show that people on the street are dressing fake and strange. I think Collins has used the 

quote above to indicate modern day beauty and how it has changed over the years. She could have 

also used these descriptions to show that in todays life, it’s about money and power.  

good point

appropriate quotation, but a bit long - think about which bits are most important

good explanation

A really good PEEZL, well done. You have identified her view and connected it to her view of the real world too. well done.

what else could you zoom in on?

try to add rather than repeat ideas




